The value of touch imprint cytology of core needle biopsy in the diagnosis of spinal lesions.
We aimed to investigate the contribution of the touch imprint cytology (TIC) of core needle biopsies (CNBs) to the diagnosis in spinal lesions. Sixty cases with spinal CNB and TIC were included in the study. Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) and May-Grunwald- Giemsa (MGG) stained TIC slides and CNB of each case were blindly reevaluated by two pathologists. TIC and CNB findings were categorized as follows: 1-Nondiagnostic 2- Benign nonneoplastic 3- Benign neoplastic 4- Malignant 5-Malignant lesions that can be typed. TIC and CNBs were nondiagnostic in 62% and 45% of all cases, respectively. Malignancy could be identified and typed in 23% of imprint preparations and 35% of CNBs. When TIC and CNB diagnosis were compared, it was seen that diagnostic categories were just the same in 70% of the cases. In 37% of the cases benign and malignant groups could be distinguished. In 20% of the cases diagnostic categories were totally different. The percentage of the nondiagnostic material in CNBs can reach up to 45%. The findings in TIC and CNBs were compatible with each other. We observed that TIC was diagnostic on its own especially in carcinoma metastasis and contributed to the assessment of cytologic detail in hematologic malignancies.